MACHINE LM 30 EL
Capacity (Ratio 1:10):
Drum volume:
Drum depth:
Loading Diameter:
Washing speed:
High spin speed:
G-Factor:
Noisy:
Water consume per cycle*:
Voltage:
Heatings elements:
Electric consume*:
Machine dimension (WXDXH)
Net weight
Packing dimension (WXDXH)
Gross weight

30 Kg
318 lt
523 mm
400 mm
32 rpm
840 rpm
346
70 dB(A)
511 lt
3x400+N 50Hz
6x4000 W
12 kW/h
1318x1196x1640 mm
940 Kg
1350x1350x1800 mm
970 Kg
* Cycle B - ISO9398

Free standing high spin washing machine;
Front, top and sides in stainless steel AISI 304; Drum and outer drum in stainless steel AISI 304;
Huge loading diameter;
Emergency stop button;
Motorized door lock controlled by computer IM8;
Water balanced loading: machine is loading cold and hot water in alternance to reach the
program fixed temperature in the most quick and precise way, saving in energy costs;
IM 8 Computer: the washing machine is equipped with a touch screen computer wich allows to save and
name up to 200 programs; the 5 most used program, plus other 5 programs chosen by the user, can be
started quickly entering in the preferred list.
EASY PROG: user can create and save its own programs just answering to few questions.
EXPERT PROG: technician can easily change or create taylor made programs, deeply
personlized in each step.
USB connection: the machine is equipped with an USB connection on the machine front, which allows to
up- and download programs.
REMOTE ASSISTANCE SERVICE: IMESA washing machines are standard equipped with a GSM
module which enable the machine to comunicate with the authorized service center in case an alarm
occures. GSM device allows the machine test from remote, making possible to recognize the damage and get the necessary spare parts before the service, saving in time and in machine stop costs.

IMESA S.p.A. - Via degli Olmi 22 - 31040 Cessalto (TV)

Company Certified ISO 9001
(NR. CERT-00663-95-AQ-VEN- SINCER)

MACHINE LM 30 VD
Capacity (Ratio 1:10):
Drum volume:
Drum depth:
Loading Diameter:
Washing speed:
High spin speed:
G-Factor:
Noisy:
Water consume per cycle*:
Voltage:
Steam max pressure:
Steam consume*:
Machine dimension (WXDXH)
Net weight
Packing dimension (WXDXH)
Gross weight

30 Kg
318 lt
523 mm
400 mm
32 rpm
840 rpm
346
70 dB(A)
511 lt
3x400+N 50Hz
4,5 bar
20 kg
1318x1196x1640 mm
940 Kg
1350x1350x1800 mm
970 Kg
* Cycle B - ISO9398

Free standing high spin washing machine;
Front, top and sides in stainless steel AISI 304; Drum and outer drum in stainless steel AISI 304;
Huge loading diameter;
Emergency stop button;
Motorized door lock controlled by computer IM8;
Water balanced loading: machine is loading cold and hot water in alternance to reach the
program fixed temperature in the most quick and precise way, saving in energy costs;
IM 8 Computer: the washing machine is equipped with a touch screen computer wich allows to save and
name up to 200 programs; the 5 most used program, plus other 5 programs chosen by the user, can be
started quickly entering in the preferred list.
EASY PROG: user can create and save its own programs just answering to few questions.
EXPERT PROG: technician can easily change or create taylor made programs, deeply
personlized in each step.
USB connection: the machine is equipped with an USB connection on the machine front, which allows to
up- and download programs.
REMOTE ASSISTANCE SERVICE: IMESA washing machines are standard equipped with a GSM
module which enable the machine to comunicate with the authorized service center in case an alarm
occures. GSM device allows the machine test from remote, making possible to recognize the damage and get the necessary spare parts before the service, saving in time and in machine stop costs.
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MACHINE LM 30 HW
Capacity (Ratio 1:10):
Drum volume:
Drum depth:
Loading Diameter:
Washing speed:
High spin speed:
G-Factor:
Noisy:
Water consume per cycle*:
Voltage:
Machine dimension (WXDXH)
Net weight
Packing dimension (WXDXH)
Gross weight

30 Kg
318 lt
523 mm
400 mm
32 rpm
840 rpm
346
70 dB(A)
511 lt
3x400+N 50Hz
1318x1196x1640 mm
940 Kg
1350x1350x1800 mm
970 Kg
* Cycle B - ISO9398

Free standing high spin washing machine;
Front, top and sides in stainless steel AISI 304; Drum and outer drum in stainless steel AISI 304;
Huge loading diameter;
Emergency stop button;
Motorized door lock controlled by computer IM8;
Water balanced loading: machine is loading cold and hot water in alternance to reach the
program fixed temperature in the most quick and precise way, saving in energy costs;
IM 8 Computer: the washing machine is equipped with a touch screen computer wich allows to save and
name up to 200 programs; the 5 most used program, plus other 5 programs chosen by the user, can be
started quickly entering in the preferred list.
EASY PROG: user can create and save its own programs just answering to few questions.
EXPERT PROG: technician can easily change or create taylor made programs, deeply
personlized in each step.
USB connection: the machine is equipped with an USB connection on the machine front, which allows to
up- and download programs.
REMOTE ASSISTANCE SERVICE: IMESA washing machines are standard equipped with a GSM
module which enable the machine to comunicate with the authorized service center in case an alarm
occures. GSM device allows the machine test from remote, making possible to recognize the damage and get the necessary spare parts before the service, saving in time and in machine stop costs.
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